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God as immanent and transcendent: God in Sufi thought 
 

▪ Tawhid emphasises the transcendence of Allah i.e. that he is far, far 
greater than us and is far away. 

  
▪ However, there is a  surah in Qur’an, which emphasises how close 

God, is to each human: 
 

           ‘We are nearer to man than his jugular vein’ (sura 50:16) 
 
            This is part of what is meant buy immanence, but the main concept 
is that  
            Allah is part of the universe he created: 
           ‘Withersoever you turn there is the presence of Allah’ (sura 2:115) 
 

▪ He is both transcendent and immanent.  (means Allah is supreme 
and beyond our knowledge and yet exists within everything): 
 
Yet Allah is also immanent in the light of His transcendence…that is 
why the Prophet taught that the highest form of tawhid is to see 
Allah before, in, and after all things. (Seyyed Hossein Nasr) 
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Questions: 
 
1: Explain, with some examples from the beliefs and practices of Islam, 
how Muslims put the concepts of transcendence and immanence into 
practice. 
 
2: Describe how these two concepts could support or oppose some of the 
ideas of the Sufis we have looked at so far. 
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Is it possible to describe God? 
 

An issue connected with the attributes of God was of importance for the 
early Muslims: the problem of what language could be used to describe 
Allah. When Allah is said to speak, for example, what exactly does this 
mean? When it is said that Allah hears or sees does it imply that he must 
have ears and eyes? Does Allah actually sit on a physical throne? 
 
At a more fundamental level, when Allah is said to be good does that 
description apply to Allah in exactly the same way that it would if it applied 
to a human being? The chronicler of Islamic heretics, Al-Shahrastani (12th 
century CE) describes the two extreme views: 
 

• Anthropomorphists:  they insisted that Allah had an actual body with 
limbs, hands and feet etc. It is true that Allah’s body is unlike other 
bodies, and his flesh unlike other flesh, for he does not resemble any 
other creature, but the difference is one of degree.  

 
 Allah’s body is real and, in theory, humans could shake his hands and 
see  him. Thus the Prophet is reported to have said ‘Allah met me, shook 
hands with me and put his hand between my shoulders, until I felt the 
coldness of his fingers.’  
 

• Metaphorists:  at the other extreme were theologians so wary of 
attributing human characteristics to Allah that they insisted on a 
highly metaphorical reading of the Qur’an: Allah’s throne is a 
metaphor for his sovereignty, Allah’s face indicates his essence and 
his hands stand for his grace 

 
The problem of anthropomorphism came to be especially focused on a 
single question: is it possible to see Allah? According to a tradition from the 
Prophet, when the believers have entered paradise, ‘Allah will remove the 
veil and the vision of their Lord will be the most precious gift lavished upon 
them.’  
 
Anthropomorphists had no problem with this: the believers would see 
Allah’s physical form with physical eyes. The metaphorists (Mu’tazilites) 
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argued that to speak of seeing Allah in a physical sense was absurd, and any 
such vision must at best be metaphorical: to see Allah meant to “see” him 
with one’s heart, that is, to know him. 
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Questions: 
 
3: Explain how these two approaches to describing the attributes of God 
could relate to the Sufi understandings of personal union with God. 
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Islamic Philosophy and the nature of Allah 

 
Islamic philosophy is a direct import from Greek philosophy, and the Islamic 
philosophers saw themselves as simply building upon the work of Plato, 
Aristotle, and Plotinus.  
 
The Greek philosophical tradition was transmitted to the Arabs in two 
ways: 
 

▪ After 813ce there was a flurry of translation activity whereby Greek 
texts were rendered into Arabic.  

  
▪ Secondly, a classical medical tradition flourished in the Near East 

both before and after the Arab conquests. 
 
The philosophers began with an Aristotelian understanding of God as pure 
form, perfect and eternally contemplating himself. Aristotle’s God creates 
problems for believers. To begin with he is not the creator in any ordinary 
sense. To the contrary, the world is eternal, and souls are eternal. 
 
This makes God self-sufficient and independent of matter, solving a 
problem for the philosophers, but creating problems for believers. Plotinus 
worked out a system that allowed God to remain self-sufficient whilst 
giving him credit for bringing into existence a world full of other beings. 
God does not exactly create the world rather the world is the final stage in 
a series of emanations from God. Thus Islamic philosophy starts from an 
Aristotelian foundation and a Neoplatonic framework. 
 

Sufi view of the spiritual universe: nature of God and everything 
 

The Sufi view of the spiritual universe (remember that the Sufis deal in 
metaphor and allegory, to ask whether they think the universe is just like 
this, or is like this is rather missing a large part of the point) was described 
in detail by the thirteenth century Muslim Ibn al-Arabi. 
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Neoplatonism provides the basic framework. The system begins with God: 
God in its essence is absolute Unity, unchanging, utterly transcendent. By 
contrast the world is full of complexity and change. The problem then is to 
understand the relation of God and the world, the One and the many. 
 
The general Neoplatonic solution was to posit a series of “emanations” by 
which the Divine essence was manifested, made known. The emanations 
derive from the Divine essence and their qualities are implicit in the 
essence of God. They are, in fact, God’s own self-disclosure-mirrors in 
which God contemplates himself. Thus God and the world, the One and 
the many, are two sides to the same coin. 
 
Into this structure is placed Muhammad. However, this is not Muhammad 
as he was in seventh century Arabia but Muhammad as cosmic and pre-
existent, the point of connection between the absolute and unknowable 
One and creation. Muhammad is the means by which God can be known, in 
accordance with the famous tradition: “I was a hidden treasure and I 
wanted to be known; therefore I created the world.” 
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Questions: 
 
4: What is the significance of the Muslim encounter with Greek 
philosophy on the development of Sufi Islam. 
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What does this tell us about Sufism? 
 
What Attar in the Conference of the Birds, gives us is a philosophical system 
called Neoplatonism. This is a system of emanation and return (think of a 
stone at the centre of a pool causing ripples to first go out and then return 
back to the centre). The source of all being is an unknowable One, a being 
of absolute unity and beyond our reality. From this One, emanate spheres 
of being, mirroring the qualities of the One and characterised by increasing 
degrees of complexity, descending, at last, to the material world. 
 
Just as all being emanates from the source of being, however, so also all is 
drawn back to that source. The cosmos is characterised by a cycle of 
emanation and return and the basic human quest is to accomplish this 
return; to free the soul from captivity to the illusions of the material world, 
thus achieving interior knowledge, gnosis, of the soul’s unity with the One. 
It is the perfect philosophy for mystics and a key part of the Sufi approach 
to the world. 
 

Four stages of Sufi history 
 

i. The first stage: the earliest Sufis were not considered to be belonging 
to a specific approach to Islam. 

 
 

ii.  The second stage involved the consolidation of Sufism and dates to 
about 1000CE. Several concerns were prominent at this stage: 

 

• Defending the orthodoxy of Sufism against its critics 

• Making Sufism open to a larger group of people 

• Providing manuals discussing the technical language of Sufism, 
and providing role models of Sufism for others through 
collected stories of Sufi saints 

• Systematic and poetic descriptions of Sufism, giving attention 
to: the ‘stations’ of the Sufi path, the goal of the Sufi spiritual 
quest and the theological and philosophical theories  
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iii. The third stage (12th century) is the institutionalisation of Sufism, 
resulting in organised Sufi lodges and the emergence of the major 
Sufi orders (similar to the different orders of monks in Christianity).  

 
iv. In the fourth stage (after 1500), Sufism loses its creative and adaptive 

edge, leading to numerical and spiritual decline. New opposition to 
Sufism develops. Even in this stage, creative exceptions emerge: 
additional orders, new Sufi saints, and significant achievements in 
Sufi thought and literature. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Religious origins of Sufism 
 
The claim of Sufism to be accepted as a legitimate part of Islam rest upon 
its foundations in: 
 

• The Qur’an: certain passages tell believers to ‘remember Allah’. 
Remembering (dhikr), although a duty for all Muslims, also refers to 
the most famous rituals of Sufism.  

 

• Also in the Qur’an there are expressions of God’s closeness to the 
believer (sura 2:186). 
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•  Finally in the Qur’an are statements that God is friend and 
lover/beloved (sura 5:54-56). 

 

• Finding Sufi concepts expressed in the esoteric, inner and symbolic 
meaning of the Qur’an (ta’wil). 

 

• Using Muhammad’s night journey through the seven heavens to the 
throne of Allah as the model for the stations of the Sufi path 

 

• Citing hadiths not in the standard collections that portray 
Muhammad exemplifying Sufi virtues, such as poverty and humility. 

 

• Quoting hadith qudsi (sayings of Allah), such as “I was a secret 
treasure, and I desired to be known.” 

 

• Referring to the examples of the voluntary poverty of the first two 
Caliphs. According to some sources, ‘Umar, the second Caliph 
embraced poverty to such an extent that his patched garments 
became the inspiration for the patched cloak that the Sufi received at 
the time of his initiation into a Sufi order. 
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Questions: 
 
5: In your own words describe the philosophical basis of the Conference 
of the Birds 
 
6: ‘Sufi Islam’s use of Greek philosophy shows that Sufi Islam has brought 
new beliefs into Islam.’ Give points for and against this statement 
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Characteristics of Sufism 
 
The following list shows some of the characteristics of Sufism: 
 
 
 

✓ Asceticism, self denial, and purgation   
  
✓ Poverty: “My poverty is my pride, “says a Sufi tradition. Physical 

poverty is linked to asceticism. Spiritual poverty means desiring 
nothing for oneself, even paradise. Two terms are often used for 
initiated Sufis are faqir and dervish. The first is Arabic and the second 
Persian, and both literally mean a “poor person.” 

  
 
✓ Love for Allah: the folktale of Laila and Manjun (1188) became for 

Sufis an allegory of the Sufi’s love of Allah. Cut off from contact with 
his beloved, Manjun became a madman wandering the desert like a 
Sufi dervish, giving up all his possessions, searching for and crying out 
(dhikr) the name of his beloved. She died before they consummated 
their love, just as the Sufi’s search for Allah finds its final fulfilment 
beyond death. 

  
✓ Abiding in Allah (baqa): Baqa is what remains after annihilation 

(fana) of self and world. This goal, which only the most advanced 
Sufis achieve, is described as a form of experiential union with Allah, 
like the moth that is drawn to and consumed in the flame. Others say 
it perfect knowledge (ma’rifa) of Allah. 

  
✓ Tawhid (unity of Allah): Sufism understands tawhid to mean that only 

Allah exists. Allah is the ultimate reality or truth (al-haqq). If only 
Allah exists, then everything in the world mirrors the reality of Allah. 

  
✓ Focus on the interior, spiritual, esoteric aspects of religion and 

religious texts on contrast to the exterior. For most Sufis, this was a 
step beyond, not a replacement for, the religious ritual and law. 
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✓ The master-disciple relationship. Individual wandering dervishes 
existed from the early days of Sufism, but for most Sufis, spiritual 
advancement could take place only under the tutelage of one’s 
spiritual guide and master. He’s called the sheikh in the Arabic world 
and the pir in the Persian-Turkish-Indian religions. 

  
✓ The spiritual genealogical tree (silsila, ‘chain’) that traces a Sufi’s 

spiritual ancestry from his sheikh back through earlier sheikhs to 
Muhammad or Ali. 

 
✓ Stations (maqams) and states (hals): Stations are the rungs of the 

ladder that the Sufi ascends as he matures spiritually. States are 
temporary emotional and psychological experiences associated with 
each station. Al-Sarraj (10th century) lists the stations as: repentance, 
watchfulness, renunciation, poverty, patience, trust, and acceptance. 
Others include gratitude, fear, hope, love, and knowledge. Some of 
the more important one are:   

 
✓ Tawakkul (trust): Absolute contentment with what Allah provides 

and serenity in the face of privation. 
 
✓ Irada (desire): Personal desire is overwhelmed and replaced by 

desire for Allah. According to an early Sufi: ‘Desire is painful rapture 
in the inner heart, a sting in the heart, a violent passion in the 
senses…’ 

 
✓ Wilaya (friendship with Allah; sainthood): The Sufi who has given 

himself entirely over to Allah and is granted protection by Allah from 
major sins and the performance of miraculous deeds. 

 
✓ Samt (silence): The mystic must learn to control his tongue in a literal 

sense and also metaphorically, to silently accept Allah’s will. There 
are two types of silence: outer silence and silence of the heart and 
mind. The heart of one who trusts completely in Allah is silent, not 
demanding any means for living. 
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✓ Mahabba (love): The response of the mystic to the love of Allah. 
Mahabba is experienced in the heart, too subtle for words. This state 
brings the Sufi to glorify Allah and to try to gain his pleasure. The Sufi 
has little patience in separation from Allah, feels an urgent longing 
for Allah, finds no comfort in anything but Allah, and experiences 
intimacy in his heart by making continual remembrance of Allah. 

 
✓ Ma’rifa (mystical knowledge): Knowledge which enters the heart 

directly from God. Ma’rifa is the attribute of one who knows Allah by 
his names and attributes and is truthful toward Allah by his deeds, 
who then purifies himself of base qualities and defects. The he enjoys 
a goodly nearness to Allah, who verifies him as true in all his states. 

 
✓ Dhikr (remembrance): The experience of constant awareness of 

Allah. Dhikr is the very foundation of the Sufi path. No one reaches 
Allah except by continual remembrance of him. There are two kinds 
of remembrance: that of the tongue and that of the heart. 
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Questions: 
 
7: Explain, with examples, which of these characteristics are common to 
all Muslims and which are specific to only Sufi Muslims 
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The Eternal Light:  Muhammad 
 

Muhammad is identified with an eternal emanation of God, and the 
mediator of all creation. Sufis focused on the idea of the ‘Light of 
Muhammad’ (sura 24:35 being seen as a reference to Muhammad). The 
Sufi Shal al-Tustari wrote: 
 
When God willed to create Muhammad, he made appear a light from His 
light. When it reached the veil of the Majesty it bowed in prostration 
before God. God created from its prostration a mighty column like crystal 
glass of light that was outwardly and inwardly translucent. 
 
In the work of poets inspired by such ideas Muhammad becomes the 
primordial light of lights, the manifestation of God. Muhammad was called 
Perfect Man. These Sufi ideas influenced Islamic attitudes more widely. 
 
The cosmic Muhammad was the best example of the Perfect Man but it is 
possible for others to share in the cosmic reality.  The Sufi Abd al-Karim al-
Jili wrote: 
 
The Perfect Man is the Qutb (axis) on which the spheres of existence 
revolve and since things came into being he is One for ever and ever. He 
has various guises…his original name is Mohammed…in every age he 
bears a name suitable to his guise. I once met him in the form of my 
Shaykh, but I did not know that he was the Prophet. 
 
The cosmic Muhammad can be seen as having had numerous expressions-
in the prophets, in the saints, and, of course, in the physical Muhammad 
himself. The axis of Sufi cosmology is the Sufis themselves and the highest 
of the saints claim the title Qutb.  
 
The Qutb is the head of the saints. There can only be one Qutb at a time. As 
he has experienced oneness with Allah he is infallible, and is the mediator 
between the world of humanity and the world of the God. The Qutb is the 
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axis around which the world turns, and as the self-manifestation of God, he 
is the very reason that the world came into being. 
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Questions: 
 
8: In your own words explain the concept of the ‘qutb’ 
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OUTSTANDING SUFIS AND THEIR BELIEFS 
 

HASAN AL-BASRI: (642-728) 
 

Was the first Sufi saint, a man of searching intellect – he found his own way 
of searching for Allah.  Hasan was the key person in establishing another 
exploration of faith in Islam, that of union with Allah in prayer. 
 
Hasan founded “the science of the inner life”.  In his exploration of Allah 
through obedience, devotion and prayer, it is clear that Hasan regarded this 
world as an arena in which humans are tested and trained in their devotion 
to Allah: 
 
“Allah created fasting as a training ground that his servants may learn to 
run to him”. 
 
“The world is a bridge which you cross over (to the after life) but upon 
which you should not build”. 
 
All this was taking Islam in the direction of asceticism that is giving up the 
attractions of this world in order to give everything to Allah. 
 
Hasan described the world as: 
 
“…a snake, smooth to the touch, but deadly in its poison”. 
 
However it should be made clear that his ascetic approach to Sufism was 
not that in which he was turning away from the world as something evil, he 
did not despise the good things all around him.  He believed that a danger 
in the attractions of the world is that those attractions become, not a 
means through which people give to God, but an end in themselves.  Hasan 
wanted to give all his time and energy to Allah.  He wanted to put Allah first 
in this world as Allah will clearly be the first in the world to come. 
 

SUMMARY: 
▪ First Sufi saint 
▪ He was an example of a sober mystic who followed the ascetic path 
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▪ Was a scholar and a famous preacher 
▪ Introduced a new approach to religion 
▪ Went beyond physical practices 
▪ An example of someone who devoted his time, energy and 

concentration  
to Allah 
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OUTSTANDING SUFIS AND THEIR BELIEFS 
 

RABI’A AL-ADAWIYA: (713-801) 
 

An outstanding Sufi mystic who became one of the first women to be 
regarded in Islam as the equal of men.  Like Hasan she too was a sober Sufi. 
 
Hasan and Rabia had met on many occasions and at one time wondered 
whether they were meant by Allah to marry.  However Rabia responded: 
“Marriage is for those who have their being for me ‘being’ has disappeared, 
because I have become nothing in my self, and live only through Allah”.  
 
Rabia had discovered God and revealed the key to the ‘how’ of knowing 
Allah when she was seen one day running through the market with a 
bucket of water in one hand and a tray of burning wood in the other.  
When asked what she was doing she replied, “I am going to light a fire in 
paradise and to quench (put out) the fires of hell, so the veils will be 
removed, and people will look for Allah without hope of reward or fear of 
punishment”. 
 
In this spirit she prayed “O Allah, if I worship you for the fear of hell, burn 
me in hell; if I worship you in hope of paradise, exclude me from paradise; 
but if I worship you for your sake, do not deny me your everlasting beauty”.  
 
Her attitude to life was revealed when her house was visited and her 
possessions were listed, she lived in complete poverty; she had a broken 
jug, an old reed mat and a mud brick that she used as a pillow.    
 
For Rabia poverty simplified human loyalty to Allah.  After all that is what 
the Sufi path demands and is what brings the creature closer to the creator. 
 
Rabia’s life is a clear example of a Sober Sufi and signifies the importance of 
Allah over material possessions in this world and what life after death has 
to offer.  For her the union with God was the goal of her quest. 
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SUMMARY: 
 

▪ First female Sufi 
▪ The first one to focus on the love of God 
▪ Another example of a sober mystic 
▪ Who lived in complete poverty and on alms 
▪ Was not at all interested in what this world had to offer or the after 

life 
▪ All she wanted was to be close to the creator 
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A Challenge to Allah and Humanity? Al-Hallaj 
 

Al-Husayn ibn Mansur al-Hallaj was one of the most dominant religious 
personalities of the early tenth century. In his early years he became 
under the influence of Sufism. He lived in Baghdad where he became 
famous for his bizarre behaviour.  
 
On one occasion he was observed in the marketplace weeping “Hide me 
from Allah, you people! Hide me from Allah! He took me from myself 
and has not given me back.” He also wrote: “If you do not recognise 
Allah, at least recognise his signs. I am that sign, I am the Truth because 
through the Truth I am truth eternally.” 
 
On another occasion he said “I hear people are saying I am a saint, and 
others say that I am impious. I prefer those who call me impious; and so 
does Allah.” When asked why he said: “They call me a saint because 
they respect me; but the others call me impious out of zeal for their 
religion. A man zealous for his religion is dearer to me, and dearer to 
Allah also, than a man who venerates a creature.” 
 
In 904ce the Abbasid chief Qadi Abu Umar asked other jurists whether 
al-Hallaj’s ideas were heretical. Some said he should be put to death, but 
others were not so sure as al-Hallaj’s piety was clear. In 911 a group of 
al-Hallaj’s disciples were rounded up on the charge of following 
someone who claimed Divinty.  
 
Al-Hallaj went into hiding; but was captured and carried into Baghdad 
on the back of a camel while a crier announced his heresy. He was 
accused of Shi’ism (!) and imprisoned for eleven years. 
 
In 922 the trial of al-Hallaj began. In the end al-Hallj was convicted on 
the basis of his published views on the pilgrimage: “If a man wants to go 
on pilgrimage and cannot let him set apart in his house some square 
construction, to be touched by no unclean thing, and let no one have 
access to it. When the day of the Pilgrimage rites comes, let him make 
his circuit round it, and perform all the same ceremonies as he would 
perform at Mecca…this will be a substitute for the Pilgrimage.” 
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The order was thus given for the execution of al-Hallaj. The night before 
his death was filled with passionate prayer:  
 
Al-Hallaj stood up and performed the ordinary Prayer of two bows. 
After that he fell to repeating the word illusion, illusion, illusion…to 
himself, and so continued till the night was more than half spent. Then 
for a long while he remained silent. Suddenly he gave a cry: Truth! 
Truth! And sprang to his feet. He bound his turban, donned his cloak, 
stretched his arms, and facing the qibla, fell into ecstasy and talked 
with Allah. 
 
In the morning he is reported to have approached the scaffold laughing. 
After performing Salah, he prayed: 
 
These servants who are gathered to slay me, in zeal for Thy religion, 
longing to win Thy favour, forgive them, Lord have mercy on them. 
Surely, if Thou hadst shown them what Thou have shown me, they 
would never have done what they have done; and hadst Thou kept 
from me what Thou hhas kept from them, I should not have suffered 
this tribulation. Whatsoever Thou wilt do, I praise Thee! Whatsoever 
Thou dost will, I praise Thee! 
 
He was then scourged to near death, his hand amputated, then his foot. 
He was then fastened to a scaffold, where he remained, still alive, until 
nightfall. At that point the Caliph gave permission for his beheading, but 
the executioner considered it too late and left the deed till morning. In 
the morning he was dragged off the scaffold to be beheaded and 
uttered his final words: 
 
All who have known ecstasy long for this…the loneliness of the Only 
One…alone with the Alone 
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Questions: 
 
8: ‘The example of al-Hallaj shows that Sufi tradition has no place in 
Islam’. Evaluate this view 
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So what? 
 

The story has been read as a cautionary tale against ‘drunken’ Sufism as 
practiced by al-Hallaj. Seen in this way the story of al-Hallaj is watershed 
event in the struggle to balance the external demands of Islam with the 
extremes of Sufism. 
 
However, in reality there has been no period in history when the 
institutions of Islamic law and Sufism have been wholly opposed to each 
other, except perhaps in the Wahhabi dominated Saudi state where the 
best effort was made to erase all traces of Sufi influence. 
 
Even in the case of al-Hallaj it is clear that most contemporary Islamic 
legal scholars were inclined to tolerate his ideas, and there is good 
reason to believe that he was actually convicted more for political 
reasons and the suspicion of extremist Shi’a associations than for his 
mystical teachings. 
 
The theme that al-Hallaj’s martyrdom best illustrates is not the conflict 
between Islamic law and the mystical impulse, but rather the self-
perceived positions of Sufis as the conscience of Islam, forcing self-
examination and challenging the a religion of externals in sometimes 
audacious ways. Al-Hallaj is a sort of living parable of the Sufi idea of 
malama, deliberately seeking blame in order to challenge conventional 
morality and force deeper examination.  
 
 
 
 
 

 


